
 

‘What is the root of all these words? One thing: Love.  
But a love so deep and sweet it needed to express itself with scents, 

 sounds, colors that never before existed.’  
Hafez 

Iran    
October1, 2017  Tehran (14 days) 

  A journey through  Persia’s magnificent sites blending light and illumination 
inspired in their mystical poetry and alluring  gardens 



�

 



Persia’s striking beauties  

   
Day 1 October 1    Tehran   L/D 
Arrival at IKIA International Airport where we will be met and transferred to our hotel. 
 

Tehran, first chosen as the capital city by the Qajar dynasty in the 19th century, is now home to an estimated 15 
million residents. The city rests in the foothills of the Elburz Mountains which stretch from the northwest to the 

northeast of the country. North of the city is Iran’s highest peak, the 18,000 foot Mount Damavand. 
Tehran has never aroused much affection in travelers, and while it is true that it lacks immediate charm, it is 

clean—although perhaps not its air—and its broad boulevards and streets are often tree-lined and cool, a boon in 
the torrid days of high summer. 

For a Westerner, of course, Tehran exerts a powerful intrinsic fascination, and an unavoidable part of our trip to 
Iran, and perhaps especially to its capital, will be taken up with matters quite beyond sightseeing and ancient 

history. Our experience may well help us pierce some shared misconceptions. 

In the afternoon we will visit Golestan Palace.  A vast complex that  houses the Versailles-inspired, mirror-
encrusted Marble Throne Hall used for the coronation of the last Shah. Iran Ancient National Museum (Iran’s 
mother museum), containing relics from the 7th millennium BCE to the Sassanid Era. We will continue to  Tajrish 
Traditional Bazaar. 
Optional: visit Tehran’s Carpet Museum 
Espinas 5*2 nights 



Ladies clothes shopping opportunity - as clothing in Iran can be difficult for ladies we will take you for a short visit to a market 
to pick up some items of clothing appropriate to the local customs, fashions and, of course, restrictions.   
The Islamic Republic Of Iran requires women to wear loose fitting below the knee length garments and a head scarf. Legs and 
arms must be covered. 
The 'uniform' can be purchased for 10 to 15 dollars in hotels and shops. Men must wear trousers (No Shorts) and shirt sleeves 
to the elbow. No formal clothing is needed. A light woolen sweater may be needed in the cool dry climate. A pair of good 
walking shoes and a hat is advised. 

Day 2     Tehran   B/L/D 
City tour:  Today we will enjoy the unique National Jewels Museum, home to a staggering array of crown 
jewels that were used by the Qajar and Pahlavid royalty and court members, as well as jewels brought from India 
by Nader Shah and Tehran’s Carpet Museum. 

Before dinner hopefully we will have time to visit one or two of Teheran’s vibrant art galleries.  

Tajrish Bazaar was built according to architectural styles of other traditional bazaars in Tehran. Some of the 
arches have been destroyed and some of the traditional identity has been transformed by growing urbanization 
but for the most part the bazaar has maintained it’s original architecture. Above each store the name is scripted 
in mosaic tiles. The bazaar is covered and has many passage ways leading to different sections where you can 
purchase goods. You can find everything from spices, dairy, clothes, fabrics, nuts & dried fruits, traditional 
cookware, fruits & veggies and so much more. 

 

Day 3   Tehran - Qum - Kashan   



B/L/D 
After Breakfast we will drive to Qum to 
visit Holy Masumeh shrine, then  
visit the delightful oasis city of Kashan 
with its covered bazaar and historical 
houses. Fin Garden designed for 
Shah Abbas I is a classical Persian 
vision of paradise that has always 
been prized for its natural springs plus 
the historical houses of Brojerdiha & 
Tabatabayeeha, and Aghabozorg 
Mosque. 
Negarsetan 1 night 

Qum: is the 8th largest city in Iran. It 
is situated on the banks of the Qom 
River. Qom enjoys a dry and warm 
climate with low annual rainfall due to 
remoteness from the sea and being 
situated in the vicinity of the desert. 
Qom is considered holy by Shi`a Islam 
as it is the site of the shrine of Fatema 
Mæ'sume, sister of Imam `Ali ibn 
Musa Rida(Persian Imam Reza, 789–
816 AD). The city is the largest center 
for Shi'a scholarship in the world and 

is a significant destination of pilgrimage.  

Kashan, which sits at just under 3000 feet, enclosed by desert to the north and the east, and mountains to the 
west and the south. The town is a welcome contrast to the desert with its tree-lined streets and flowers 

everywhere. A good deal of land in Kashan’s environs is devoted to orchards of pomegranates and apricots. 
Like many towns in Iran, Kashan is a strange mix of ancient and modern. Its single story mud brick houses are 

topped with electric cables and TV antennas. Kashan is famous for its 
carpets, which are notable for their brilliance of colors and rose water made in a nearby village called Qamsar. 

They are also known for their ceramics and in fact tile is called kashi in Farsi, which may be derived from Kashan 
because the soil here is good for pottery. 

The Fin Garden, a lovely compound of poplar trees and joobs (water channels) is surrounded by an ancient royal 
bathhouse. We may also visit a house that was formerly owned by a wealthy merchant and is now a museum 
exhibiting the local architecture, comprising several inner courtyards, public rooms and private rooms, stained 

glass, and much ornate plasterwork. 

Day 4       Kashan -  Abyaneh - Isfahan B/L/D 
 We will continue to Abyaneh an architectural and anthropological museum dating back to Safavid Era hidden in 
the Karkas Mountains. Abyaneh is classified as an Iranian Cultural Heritage Site and is a charming traditional 
village.  Then on to the jewel of Persian architecture, Isfahan.  
Kowsar 5*/ 3 nights 
 

  
Day 5    Isfahan    B/L/D 
Full day city tour of Isfahan, including Naghsh-e Jahaan Square, UNESCO World Heritage Site, Sheikh Lotf-
ol- lah, a breathtaking mosque that is considered one of Esfahan’s grandest and most exquisite historical 
monuments, and the traditional bazaar encompassing the beautiful traditional Handicrafts of Esfahan. 

Isfahan  located on the main north–south and east–west routes crossing Iran was once one of the largest cities in 
the world. It flourished from 1050 to 1722, particularly in the 16th century under the Safavid dynasty, when it 

became the capital of Persia for the second time in its history. Even today, the city retains much of its past glory. 
It is famous for its Persian–Islamic architecture, with many beautiful boulevards, covered bridges, palaces, 

mosques, and minarets. This led to the Persian proverb "Isfahān nesf-e- jahān ast" (Isfahan is half of the world).  
The Naghsh-e Jahan Square in Isfahan is one of the largest city squares in the world and an outstanding example 

of Iranian and Islamic architecture. It has been designated by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site. 

Day 6      Isfahan B/L/D 



Full day city tour of Isfahan. Explore celebrated Isfahan, with its graceful UNESCO-listed Imam Square. Stroll the 
17th century Quaisarieh Bazaar, its narrow lanes lined with brass and copper-ware craftsmen, jewelers, miniature 
painters, and rug merchants. 
 

Day 7 Isfahan - 
Nain - Meybod - Yazd B/
L/D 
Driving to Yazd, en route 
visiting Meybod with its 
2,000-year-old mud 
brick castle and the little 
town of Naein, where 
traditional weavers are 
renowned for their 
mantles and rugs. 
Overnight at the 
magnificent city of Yazd 
with its tall badgirs, or 
windcatchers of Yazd, 
ingenious Persian 
structures that vent and 
cool the buildings.  
Safaeeyeh5*2 nights 

Day 8 Yazd  B/L/D 
Full day city tour.  Visit 
the Fire Temple and 
Towers of Silence and 
learn about the city’s 
Zoroastrian heritage. 
The day’s highlights will 



be Amir Chakhmagh Complex, Fahaadan old neighborhood , Zeyaeyeh School (Aleksandra Prison), Water 
Museum, Congregational Mosque, Zoroastrian old Fire Temple and the tallest wind tower in Dolat Abaad Garden.  

Yazd is the capital of Yazd Province and a center of Zoroastrian culture. It is also known in Iran for the high 
quality of its handicrafts, especially silk weaving and its confectionary. Yazd has a history of over 5,000 years, 
dating back to the time of the Median empire and a typical example of  Persian architecture. Because of its 
climate, it has one of the largest networks of qanats in the world. Always known for the quality of its silk and 
carpets, Yazd today is one of Iran's industrial centers for textiles. 

Day 9     Yazd -  Zain-O-Din - Kerman 
We will leave Yazd for Kerman with a stop at Zain O Din. 

Zein-o-din: The caravanserai dates to the 16th century on the ancient Silk Road. It is one of 999 such inns that 
were built during the reign of Shah Abbas I to provide facilities to travelers. Zein-o-din is one of two 
caravansaries built with circular towers.  

Arrive in Kerman and stroll among the pools and greenery of UNESCO-listed Shahzadeh Garden, then sip tea in 
an old hamom. 
Hotels to be advised, 2 nights 

Day 10  Kerman - Rayen - Mahan - Kerman 
Full day excursion of Rayen and 
Mahan,visiting Rayen Citadel, the smaller 
sample of Bam Citadel, then heading to 
Mahan & visiting Mahan highlights including 
Bagh-e Shazdeh (Prince Garden), a typical 
Persian Garden(UNESCO World Heritage), 
and Shah Ne’amat-ol-lah-e Vali Tomb. 

Kerman is the largest and most developed 
city in Kerman Province and the most 
important city in the southeast of Iran. It is 
also one of the largest cities of Iran in terms 
of area. Kerman is famous for its long history 
and strong cultural heritage. 

Day 11 Kerman - Pasargadae 
In Kerman, dating back to the 3rd c A.D. we 
will visit The Bath Museum and the traditional 
covered bazaar. 
We will leave for Pasargadae where we will 
visit Achaemenid tomb of Cyrus the 
Great(UNESCO World Heritage Site). 
Local House Kolbeh Agha Mir , 1 night 

Day 12      Pasargadae - Persepolis- Shiraz  

Full excursion tour of Perspolise and Pasargad , the most important historical site of Iranian civilization dating 
back to 2500 years ago and UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
Chamran 5* 2 nigths  

Persepolis the 518 BC ceremonial capital of Darius, Xerxes and later Achaemenian Kings. The ruins of this once 
magnificent palace complex cover an area of 9 hectares. Pasargadae, where we pause at the tomb of Cyrus the 

Great who founded the first Persian Empire after conquering the Medes in 550BC. His huge Empire extended from 
the Indus river in India through Central Asia to Greece, Libya, Egypt and Ethiopia. 

  

Day 13    Shiraz   B/L/D 



Full day city tour of Shiraz.   
Saints and Poets, 
nightingales in perfumed 
gardens and tall Cyprus 
trees all epitomize this 
ancient city. In the 
morning we visit Bagh-e 
Eram botanical garden 
followed by the exquisite 
Nasir-ol Molk mosque 
and the Narenjestan 
garden complex and 
museum. Before lunch 
there will be time to mix 
with the local Shirazis 
and colourful Qashqai 
tribal nomads, and 
bargain for tempting 
handicrafts in the 
attractive Shiraz bazaar. 

Shiraz  
The earliest reference to 
the city, as Tiraziš, is on 

Elamite clay tablets 
dated to 2000 BC. In the 

13th century Shiraz 
became a leading center 
of the arts and letters, 

due to the 
encouragement of its 

ruler and the presence of many Persian scholars and artists. It was the capital of Persia during the Zand dynasty 
from 1750 until 1781, as well as briefly during the Saffarid dynasty. Two famous poets of Iran, Hafez and 

Saadi, are from Shiraz, whose tombs are on the north side of the current city boundaries. 
Shiraz is known as the city of poets, literature, wine and flowers. It is also considered by many Iranians to be the 
city of gardens, due to the many gardens and fruit trees that can be seen in the city, for example Eram Garden. 

Shiraz has had major Jewish and Christian communities. The crafts of Shiraz consist of inlaid mosaic work of 
triangular design; silver-ware; pile carpet-weaving and weaving of kilim, called gilim and jajim in the villages and 
among the tribes. Shiraz is home to Iran's first solar power plant. Recently the city's first wind turbine has been 

installed above Babakoohi mountain near the city. 

Day 14 , October 14   Shiraz - US 
Transfer to the airport for our flight back home.   
Those flying back from Teheran might need to stay an extra night in Teheran. (not included) 

End of main Tour 

Extension : 5 nights to visit Nomad village and the island of Qeshm 
Please contact us for more information 

IMPORTANT NOTE:   We will need your completed visa forms and deposit of $500 latest by June 15 in 
order to process your visa.  



To become part of this experience, questions or request a sign-up form please contact Rea at 

 Cosmopolitan Adventure Tours 

 
Tel: 415-924.4627 / 800-569.6228 info@cosmopolitanadventuretours.com / 

www.cosmopolitanadventuretours.com 

Cancellation/medical Insurance is highly recommended and available upon request.

Includes:  
  -Accommodation at 5* star hotels or best available  
  - 1 Accommodation in Local Guest House 
  - All meals as specified in itinerary  
  - Daily refreshments  
  - Air Conditioned deluxe transport throughout the tour and sightseeing  
  - Escort English speaking guide  
                  - Extensive pre-trip assistance 
             - All airport transfers as per itinerary   
                 - Visa Approval reference number 
  - All entrance fees  
         - Tips to guides and drivers 

Service Exclude :  
- Any international air ticket or domestic tickets not specified itinerary 
- Any expenses such as telephone calls, laundry, mini bar used in the room, tips at hotels etc. 
- Any other services not specified in itinerary  

Cosmopolitan Adventure Tours (CAT) and its affiliates are acting as agents for the airlines, cruise lines, hotels, ground operators and other suppliers of travel for accommodations 
provided to tour member shall have no liability for any injury, damage, loss, accident, delay, performance or irregularity which may be occasioned for any reason by the suppliers 
or other companies engaged in conveying or accommodating tour members. CAT shall not be liable for, and tour members hereby waive any claim against CAT, its divisions and 
affiliates, any acts, omissions, promises and failures of performance by any airline, cruise line, ground operator, hotel or any third party providing service. CAT reserves the right to 
withdraw an announced tour, substitute hotels for others of same or better category, and to make such alterations in the itineraries as may be necessary for the proper carrying out 
of the tour. By accepting this invoice or itinerary, you hereby agree to release CAT from all claims arising out of any problem covered in this paragraph, to submit all other claims 
within 30 days after the return of your trip, and to litigate exclusively in the courts in Marin County, California.
California law requires certain sellers of travel to have a trust account or bond. This business has [a trust account.] where funds are deposited till paid to suppliers.
Seller of Travel Clause
This transaction is covered by the California Travel Consumer Restitution Fund (TCRF) if the seller of travel was registered and participating in the TCRF at the time of sale and 
the passenger is located in California at the time of payment. Eligible passengers may file a claim with TCRF if the passenger is owed a refund of more than $50 for transportation 
or travel services which the seller of travel failed to forward to a proper provider or such money was not refunded to you when required. The maximum amount which may be paid 
by the TCRF to any one passenger is the total amount paid on behalf of the passenger to the seller of travel, not to exceed $15,000. A claim must be submitted to the TCRF within 
12 months after the scheduled completion date of the travel. A claim must include sufficient documentation to prove your claim and a $35 processing fee. Claimants must agree to 
waive their right to other civil remedies against a registered participating seller of travel for matters arising out of a sale for which you file a TCRF claim. You may request a claim 
form by writing to: Travel Consumer Restitution Corporation, P.O. Box 6001, Larkspur, CA 94977-6001. To be eligible passengers must reside in California.


